March 28, 2022

RE: Questions and Answers: IFB#04062022LJS – Humes MS Gymnasium Addition Wood Floor Replacement

1) Can the bleacher scope listed within the base bid be moved to an alternate or deleted?

   Appendix J will be modified to provide the bleachers as Alternate #4 (see Addendum I). The revised Appendix J will be named Appendix J1 – Bid Proposal Form.

2) Can a basis of design or spec be provided for the new bleacher alternate be provided?

   A basis of design can be found in Division 12 66 13 Telescoping Gym Seating in the MSCS Design/Planning Principles & Construction Guidelines (see attached document Telescoping Gym Seating).

3) In reference to answer to question 2, can you please advise on where to find "Division 12 66 13 Telescoping Gym seating in the MSCS Design/Planning Principles & Construction Guidelines". I cannot seem to locate it.

   The section of the MSCS Design/Planning Principles & Construction Guidelines has been isolated from the design manual and provided for specific reference and use regarding the Telescoping Gym Seating (see attached document Telescoping Gym Seating).

Thank you,
Procurement Services